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Science Challenge | Short statement describing the area addressed by the white paper. 

 

There is a strong need for gridded observational data sets that describe the climatology of extreme 

precipitation across the globe; such data sets are critical for quantifying precipitation extremes and their 

corresponding influence on large perturbations on surface and groundwater systems and flooding. 

Machine learning (ML) methods can be used to generate pseudo in situ measurements of the 

climatology of extreme precipitation for land regions with poor sampling by matching relevant 

geographic (e.g., orography) and atmospheric (e.g., surface temperature, precipitation, and pressure) 

variables for densely sampled regions and those with limited geographic sampling. 

 

Rationale | Description of the research needs/gaps, the barriers to progress, and the justification for 

and benefits associated with the proposed approach.  

 

Recent methodological work led by Mark Risser (Risser et al., 2019a) developed a specialized statistical 

analysis to characterize the climatology of extreme precipitation over the contiguous United States 

(CONUS), a region with dense geographic sampling of daily precipitation, to generate a new gridded 

data product, with explicit uncertainty quantification, based on in situ measurements specifically tailored 

to extreme precipitation. Critically, the data set preserves the statistics of extreme precipitation observed 

at weather station locations, unlike some traditional daily gridded products which can underestimate 

extreme seasonal precipitation by as much as 30% (Pierce et al., 2021). The method and the 

corresponding data set have been used to characterize high-resolution trends over CONUS (Risser et al., 

2019b), determine relationships between extreme precipitation and various modes of climate variability 

(Patricola et al., 2020; Risser et al. 2021), validate gridded data products based on radar measurements 

(Molter et al., 2021, in prep.), and derive observationally-based attribution statements for changes in 

extreme precipitation (Risser et al. 2021b, in prep). However, such a data set can only be developed for 

land regions that are well-sampled geographically with (in the case of evaluating trends) up to century-

length records. This criterion rules out much of the globe, including high-latitude regions of North 

America. 

 

While daily precipitation is notoriously heterogenous, the statistics of extreme precipitation are much 

more well-behaved and well-understood. The punchline of this work will be to use machine learning to 

translate information on the climatology of extreme precipitation from a well-sampled region, like 

CONUS, to poorly-sampled regions, like Alaska. The most ideal solution would be to instead implement 

a new network of monitoring stations in these regions; however, a comprehensive space-time network of 

in situ measurements is extremely expensive and would take many years to yield enough information to 

characterize trends. Instead, or at least in the meantime, AI and ML methods can serve as a substitute to 

new measurements of the Earth system. 
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In spite of the fact that our focus is on the climatology of extreme precipitation (as opposed to individual 

events or year-to-year variability), extrapolating information from a well-sampled land region to a new 

unobserved region is not straightforward. The relationships between extreme precipitation and the many 

factors that drive extreme precipitation (e.g., orography, storm systems, and responses to large-scale 

climate modes of variability) are complex, and in many cases (especially with respect to extremes) 

cannot be derived from Global Circulation Models (GCMs) with horizontal resolutions that are too 

coarse to capture the relevant phenomena. As such, ML methods are essential to reveal and derive these 

relationships such that the climatology of extreme precipitation can be appropriately extrapolated. 

 

Narrative | Scientific and technical description of the opportunities and approach; activities that will 

advance the science; and specific field, laboratory, model, synthesis, and/or analysis examples.  

 

In order to generate pseudo-observations of the climatology of extreme precipitation, we will use ML 

methods on data sources (e.g., reanalysis and topographic variables) that exist for both CONUS and a 

new region of interest; our target will be to develop extreme precipitation data sets for Alaska. Alaska is 

chosen for several reasons: Alaska is (1) a major wildlife refuge and hence faces important 

vulnerabilities due to climate change; (2) facing an accelerated version of climate change relative to 

other parts of North America (Duarte et al., 2012); and (3) will emerge as a major shipping route as sea 

ice extent diminishes (Wei et al., 2020). Furthermore, there are important relationships between extreme 

precipitation, snowpack, and permafrost linkage, for example related to methane emission feedbacks 

(Douglas et al., 2020). However, there are serious limitations with the available in situ measurements in 

Alaska: first, the GHCN network only has 986 stations (CONUS, by contrast, has 21,308), in spite of the 

fact that Alaska is approximately 20% the size of CONUS (8,080,464 km2 for CONUS and 1,717,856 

km2 for Alaska). Furthermore, only about 30 of the Alaska stations have century-length records with at 

least 66% non-missing daily data (compared to more than 2000 for CONUS; see Figure 1). Finally, the 

Alaska stations are not representative of the state’s climatological zones: of the 986 stations, 98% are 

below 1000 meters above sea level (the highest elevations in Alaska significantly exceed 1500m).  

 

Using CONUS and existing Alaskan measurements as training data, a neural network can be trained to 

increase the geographic coverage of a climatological gridded extreme precipitation data set. The input to 

our neural network will be topographic variables and reanalysis data, and the target for the network will 

be the Risser et al. (2019a) gridded climatology of extreme precipitation.  Our model is trained to learn 

the relationship between the input and target on a spatial and temporal subset of the CONUS data, and 

then validated on the remainder of CONUS data and the entirety of data available from the stations in 

Alaska. As the input and target are both spatial datasets (with a latitude and longitude dimension), we 

propose using the U-Net neural network architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015), as it is designed to 

handle inputs and targets of this spatial nature. Through numerical optimization of its parameters, the U-

Net architecture extracts a compact representation of the input, and then it learns a mapping between this 

representation and the target.  We aim to compare the U-Net architecture to deeper, more memory-

intensive architectures, such as DeepLabv3+ (Chen et. al., 2018). This architecture is explicitly designed 

to learn information at multiple spatial scales, so it may be ideal for learning from station-level 

observations, gridded reanalysis datasets, and gridded topological data.  DeepLabv3+ has been shown to 

be an effective architecture for learning from climate science datasets, as it has been used to identify 

atmospheric rivers and tropical cyclones (Kashinath et. al., 2021). 
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In summary, our main goal is to use information we have from the CONUS (a heavily instrumented 

region) to apply to an out of sample region like Alaska, since a comprehensive network of observations 

in space and time is a highly expensive task. One benefit of our methodology is that the accompanying 

measures of spatial uncertainty can inform where potential meteorological citing locations, or ARM 

campaign deployments, might help minimize estimate uncertainties. An ultimate test of our method will 

be to compare our estimates with high-frequency measurements from the DOE Office of Science 

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) user facility, specifically the fixed observation site in the 

north slope of Alaska. 

 

Over the next decade, we aim to tackle two fundamental problems in using machine learning to create an 

extreme precipitation dataset: (1) distribution shift and (2) continuously streaming data. First, 

anthropogenic climate change has influenced extreme precipitation in the continental United States 

(Kirchmeier-Young, 2021).  As the return period of extreme precipitation events changes, we aim to 

account for this distribution shift as we train the neural network.  For instance, we aim to leverage 

methods that allow the neural network to learn a residual function (Long et. al., 2016) between historical 

and present precipitation, in order to preserve the neural network’s accuracy in the presence of climate 

change. Second, over the next decade, new stations will come online, and existing stations will collect 

more data.  We plan to incorporate the continuous stream of new observations to train our neural 

networks, particularly because newer data offers crucial training samples that characterize the 

aforementioned distribution shift.  It is computationally infeasible to retrain the neural network every 

time a new observation becomes available, particularly at daily time scales. Online learning methods 

(Hoens et. al., 2012) allow for neural networks to dynamically update their weights using a window of 

the most recent predictions and a learned weighting scheme between older and newer data points. 

 

Regarding FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) principles, as with related work (e.g., 

Risser et al., 2019a) all software for the specialized spatial extreme value analysis is made freely 

available, with reproducibility of results being a core element of the research conducted. Similarly, all 

resulting data products (e.g., Risser et al., 2019c) will be made publicly available through robust data-

sharing platforms. Finally, as our various analyses utilize the Python (https://www.python.org/) and R 

(https://cran.r-project.org/) programming languages, all code is open source. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of the number of GHCN gauge measurements of daily precipitation for Alaska and CONUS. 

Top: Number of stations with at least a certain percentage of non-missing daily values for a range of start years to 

present. Bottom: For each day, the number of stations with non-missing daily values. 
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